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Teacher's Corner
Is Human Height Bimodal?
Mark F. SCHILLING,Ann E. WATKINS,and William WATKINS

The combined distributionof heights of men and women has
become the canonical illustrationof bimodalitywhen teaching
introductorystatistics.But is this exampleappropriate?This article investigatesthe conditions under which a mixtureof two
normal distributionsis bimodal. A simple justification is presented that a mixtureof equally weighted normaldistributions
with common standarddeviationa is bimodalif and only if the
differencebetweenthe meansof the distributionsis greaterthan
2a. More generally,a mixtureof two normaldistributionswith
similar variabilitycannot be bimodal unless their means differ
by morethanapproximatelythe sumof theirstandarddeviations.
Examinationof nationalsurveydataon young adultsshows that
the separationbetween the distributionsof men's and women's
heights is not wide enough to producebimodality.We suggest
reasonswhy histogramsof height neverthelessoften appearbimodal.

Although the separatedistributionsof his male and female
students are approximatelynormal,the histogramof men and
women togetheris clearlybimodal.Joinerwrote,"Notethatthis
histogramhas a bi-modal shape due to the mixing of two separategroups,males and females."This appealingidea appearsin
severalintroductorytextbooks:
"Ahistogramof the heightsof studentsin a statisticsclass wouldbe bimodal,
for example, when the class contains a mix of men and women."(Iversenand
Gergen 1997, p. 132)
"Bimodalityoften occurs when data consists of observationsmade on two
differentkinds of individualsor objects. Forexample, a histogramof heights of
college studentswould show one peak at a typical male height of roughly 70"
and anotherat a typical female height of about 65"." (Devore and Peck 1997,
p. 43)
"If you look at the heights of people without separatingout males and females, you get a bimodaldistribution..." (Wild and Seber 2000, p. 59)

KEY WORDS: Bimodaldistribution;Livinghistogram;Normal distribution.

Still other textbooks include a problemthat asks studentsto
predict the shape of the height distributionof a group of students when there are an equal numberof males and females.
The
expected answer is "bimodal."The distributionof height
1. THE DISTRIBUTION OF HUMAN HEIGHT
offers a plausibleexampleof bimodalityand is easy for students
Brian Joiner's(1975) living histogram(Figure 1) of his stu- to visualize.
dents at Penn State grouped by height inspired the standard
Ratherthansending our studentsout onto the football field a
classroom example of bimodality resulting from a mixture of la Joiner to demonstrate
bimodality, we decided to get some
two populations.

Figure 1. Joiner'slivinghistogramof studentheight.

governmentdataandconstructthe approximatetheoreticaldensity function for the mixture of the male and female populations. The most recent National Health and NutritionExami-
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males in the 20-29 age bracket (U. S. Census Bureau 1999).
The datafor each sex have the means and standarddeviationsin
Table 1 and each follow a normaldistributionreasonablywell.

of the other distribution(Figure 3b), then outside the component modes the mixtureis monotone,while between modes the
mixtureis the sum of two linearfunctions,hence is itself linear.
Thus the mixtureis not bimodal.
Now considermixturedensitiesof the formf(x) = pfl (x) +
where fl and f2 are each normaldensities with
SD* (1 -p)f2(x),

Table1. SummaryStatisticsforNHANESHeightData
Mean
Males
Females

69.3
64.1

2.92
2.75

*Standard deviations were computed from the cumulative distributions, as they were not
supplied by NHANES.

means p1 < 12 and variances o2 and -2,respectively, and 0 <

p < 1. Considerfirstthe simplestsituationwherea2 = oj2 = a2
and p = 0.5. If I1t and I2 are far apart,then f clearly will be
bimodal,resemblingtwo bell curves side by side. This certainly
happens when 12 - P1 is greater than about 6a. Furthermore,

it is easy to see thatthe modes of f occur not at 1I and I2, but
between
them:Both fl and f2 are strictlyincreasingbelow pi,
Using the NHANES meansand standarddeviationsas parameters for two normal densities and assuming equal numbersof so f has positive derivativethere. At p1i,fi has a derivativeof
each sex, we get the graphin Figure2 for the theoreticalmixture zero andf2 is increasing,so f has positivederivativeat 111.Thus
any mode must be largerthan /t1. Similarly,any mode must be
distributionof height for persons aged 20-29.
smaller than 12-

But what happenswhen I,1 and I2 are much closer together?
The result for this case is generallycreditedto Cohen's (1956)
problem in the American Mathematical Monthly, but dates back

at least to Helguerro(1904):
Theorem 1.
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(Helguerro 1904). Let fl and f2 be normal den-

sities with respective means It1 and 12 and common variance
a2, and let f be the mixturedensity 0.5 fi + 0.5 f2. Then f is
unimodal if and only if I12 - 1t l < 2ca.
Helguerroand the Monthlyinclude a proof of the seemingly
obvious fact that a mixture of two normal densities must be
either unimodal or bimodal. With that assumption,a simpler
justificationof Theorem 1 appearsbelow.

of U.S.young adulthumanheightin
Figure2. Theoreticaldistribution
Proof: A normaldensityis concave down betweenits inflecinches as a mixtureof twonormaldistributions
usingmeans andstandard
tion points Iu? a and concave up elsewhere. Note that f is
deviationsfromNHANESdata.
symmetric around m = (1I + 1U2)/2. Now if 112 - 11I > 2a,

This obviously is not a bimodaldistribution!Yet Joiner'sliving histogramshows two clear peaks. We startour investigation
of this paradoxby studying the modality of a mixture of two
unimodaldensities, with particularfocus on normaldensities.
2. AN INVESTIGATION OF BIMODALITY
Most students are willing to believe that the mixtureof two
unimodaldensities with differingmodes will necessarilybe bimodal, as each of the componentmodes will generatea peak in
the mixturedistribution.It is quite easy to show that this is not
the case. Considera mixtureof two triangulardistributions,as
shown in Figure 3. If neitherdistribution'ssupportoverlapsthe

Figure 3. Dashed lines represent an equal mixture of the component
distributions (solid lines).

thenboth fl andf2 areconcaveup at m, hence so is f. Therefore
f has a local minimumat m, which implies that f is bimodal.
Conversely, if I12 -

lI < 2c, then both fl and f2 are concave

downat m, hence so is f. Thus,f has a local maximumat m and
is thereforeunimodal.In the borderlinecase 1t2 - 11 = 2a the
second derivativeof f vanishes,but the fourthderivativecan be
used to show thatf has a maximumat m and thus is unimodal.

a

b
-

-Imb.-

-

am,

-,__

-

m
m
Figure 4. (a) When pi1 - I|21<2a, both normal components (light
lines) are concave down at m = (i 1 + IL2)/2, so the mixture f (heavy
line) is also concave down at m and is therefore unimodal. (b) When
Il1 - 12 1>2a, both components are concave up at m, so the mixture f
is also concave up at m, hence is bimodal. The dots indicate inflection
points of the component densities.

Figure 4 illustratesthis argumentthat a two standarddeviother'smode (Figure3a), then the mixturedistributionis indeed ation separationbetween the means is needed for
bimodality.
bimodal.However,if each mode is containedwithinthe support The symmetryin
Figure 4 is crucial and so this proof does not
224
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Table2. The MixtureDensityf = pf1 + ( 1 - p)f2 Is BimodalIfand Only
If 1P2 -

11\ Exceeds (af1 + 02) Times the Value Indicated

oai/2

p= 0.3

p= 0.4

p= 0.5

p= 0.6

p= 0.7

1.00
0.95
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5

1.36
1.35
1.34
1.29
1.18
0.96
0.96

1.22
1.20
1.16
1.01
1.06
1.06
1.03

1.00
1.08
1.11
1.15
1.16
1.13
1.08

1.22
1.24
1.25
1.26
1.24
1.20
1.14

1.36
1.36
1.36
1.35
1.32
1.26
1.19

o-2 oV2,as with the heightsof men
generalizeto the case when V=
and women, or when there is an unequalmixtureof fl and f2,
which will occur more often thannot in classroomexperiments.
The modality of an arbitrarymixture of two normal densities involves a complex interplaybetween the difference in
means, the ratio of the variances, and the mixture proportions. Strong conditions for unimodality/bimodalitywere derived by Eisenberger(1964) and Behboodian (1970). Robertson and Fryer (1969; reproducedby Titterington,Smith, and
Makov 1985) obtainedprecise specificationsof when bimodality occurs. (See also Kakiuchi(1981) and Kemperman(1991),
who addressedthe questionwithoutthe normalityassumption.)
We have attainedbimodality conditions equivalentto those of
RobertsonandFryer,althoughwe deriveandpresentthem quite
differently.These results follow from the observationthat in
order for a mixture f(x) of normal densities to be bimodal
there must be at least one value x where f(x) satisfies both

Figure 5 shows that S(r) is close to 1 for cases in which the
component variances are at all similar (as with heights), thus
giving us the following rule of thumb:
Regardless of the mixture proportion p, a mixture of two normal densities with approximately equal variances cannot be bimodal if the separation in means is much less than the sum of
the component standard deviations.

Although Figure 5 indicates that bimodality occurs for certain mixtureproportionsif the separationin means is less than
or equal to al + 02, for most mixtureproportionsa somewhat
greaterseparationis required.Table2 gives the factorforal +7a2
that separatesunimodaland bimodalmixturesof normaldensities for specific values of the mixtureproportionp and various
choices of C0l/r2. For example, if

f'(x) = 0 and f"(x) > 0, so that f(x) possesses a relative minimum. Solving pf(x)
0 and
+ (1 - p)f2(x)
the
0
>
pf '(x) +(1 -p)f2 (x)
simultaneously yields
inequality
After extensive algebraic manipf2 (x)/f (x) < f2 (x)/ft(x).

ulationsof this inequality,we obtainthe following generalization
of Theorem 1.
to
the
Let r = o-2/U2
and define
separation
VVbe
IL ttUU
CIJLVfactor S(r)
J\
11 22al
~ll
-2 + 3r+3r2
S(r)=

= 0.9 and p = 0.6,

a1

Figure6. Mixtureof twonormaldensitieswitha1 = 0.6022, I12--L 1 =
+ 02, p = .288. This density has the most pronounceddip of any

mixture in which 0.6 < U1/c2 < 1 and 12 - 11i <_ +1 + 2-

- 2r3 +
2(1 - r + r2)2

v(1

Thenthe mixturedensityf

1/02

then the mixtureis bimodal if the means are fartherapartthan
1.25(al + 0-2); if not, it is unimodal.
Mixtures that are bimodal when the separationin means is
less than the sum of the standarddeviationshave only a slight
dip if the standarddeviations are at all similar.Figure 6 shows
the mixture with the most pronounceddip possible among all
mixturesof two normaldensities in which 0.6 < o1l/02 < 1.

+ Vr)

pfl + (1 -p)

f2

is unimodalfor all

3.

THEORY VS. DATA

Althoughthe theoreticalandnumericalresultsof Section 2 give
some guidelines for when a mixturedensity might be unimodal
which for the case p = 0.5 yields Theorem 1.
or bimodal, the modality issue becomes more complex when
one is dealing with actual data such as students' heights. The
S
study of bimodalityand multimodalityfor data has a long and
1.00
extensive history,beginning with Pearson(1894). Many investigatorshave developed methods for resolving the distribution
0.75
into its underlying(typically Gaussian)components,as well as
testing whetherthe numberof these componentsis greaterthan
0.50
one. See HolgerssonandJomer(1978), EverittandHand(1981),
and Titterington,Smith, and Makov (1985) for good overviews
of the subjectand extensive references.
0.25
This section focuses on the modality of human height as it
appearsin sampledata.In particular,why is Joiner'sliving his2
4r
1
togram bimodal? If we look at the NHANES data of female
for
needed
and male heights, al/0r2 = 2.75/2.92 = 0.94. According to
possible bimodality of a
Figure 5. Separation factor S(r)
If
of
their
r
ratio
is
the
variances.
where
mixtureof two normaldensities,
the second row of Table 2, a separationin means of at least
any mixture proportion results in unimodality.
\L2 - A11 < S(r)(a-1 + (2),
1.08(2.75 + 2.92) = 6.1 inches is necessary for bimodalityof
the correspondingmixture distributionfor most typical class-

p if and only if

1/2-

1

| <

S(r)(

l + U2). Note that S(1) = 1,
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Figure7. Livinghistogramof 143 studentheights at Universityof Connecticut.

room proportionsof males and females. But the difference of
5.6 inches in the men's and women's means in Joiner'ssample
(Figure 1) is less thanthat.
Yet Joiner is not the only professor to get a bimodal distributionwhen male and female heights are combined.The living
histogramin Figure7, which appearedin TheHartfordCourant
(1996), Crow(1997), andWildandSeber(2000), shows the male
andfemalegenetics studentsof LindaStrausbaughat the University of Connecticutin 1996. Crow writes, "Since both sexes are
included, the distributionis bimodal."The effect is somewhat
bimodal, but only slightly. The StatLab (Hodges, Krech, and
Crutchfield1975) data of 1296 male and 1296 female heights
in the San FranciscoBay area also appearsomewhatbimodal.
We now considerpossible reasonsfor this discrepancybetween
dataand theory.

darddeviationsas the Strausbaughsampleandthe same mixture
proportion-it could easily pass for a bell curve, althoughthe
top is slightly less peaked.
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Figure8. Mixtureof twonormaldensitieswiththe same means, standarddeviations,and mixtureproportionsas the Strausbaughsample.

3.1 Bad Parameters
We cannotsay for surethatthe NHANES meansandstandard
deviations in Table 1 apply precisely to college students.The
NHANES sampleconsists only of around600 of each sex aged
20-29 andthe heightsareself-reported.College studentsarenot
demographicallyidenticalto the generalpopulationaged 20-29.
And Joiner'shistogramwas made20 yearsbeforethe NHANES
study.
However, theoretical mixtures that use the sample means,
standarddeviations, and mixture proportionsfrom the Joiner
and Strausbaughsamples as parametersare still not bimodal.
For Joiner's photograph,we found means of 64.6 inches for
females and 70.2 inches for males, and respectivestandarddeviations of 2.6 and 2.8 inches. The group is 54% female. (We
are uncertainabout the exact counts for some heights but not
enough to affect the analysis significantly.)The difference in
meansis 5.6 inches, which slightly exceeds the sum of the sd's,
5.4 inches, but the separationneededfor bimodalityin this case
is about 1.12(ai + J2) = 6.05 inches.
The computedmeans and standarddeviations in inches for
Strausbaugh'sstudentsare 64.8 and 2.7 for females and 70.1
and 3.0 for males; the mixtureis about 45% female. Here the
differencein means is not even as large as the sum of the sd's,
and is again too small for bimodality.Figure 8 shows a mixtureof two normaldistributionswith the same means and stan226
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Indeed,unimodalityis quite robust:as the means of the componentnormaldensities separate,any bimodalityremainsquite
unremarkableat first (see Figure 9). For an equal mixture of
two normal densities having the same standarddeviation a to
have a dip of 36%, like that in the Joinerhistogram,requiresa
separationin means of about3a.

-4

-2

2

4

Figure9. Six equal mixtures(p = .5) of two normaldensities. Each
componenthas a standarddeviationof 1. The values of 1\/2 - l11are
2.0, 2.2, 2.4, 2.6, 2.8, and 3.0.

3.2 Bad Model

3.3 Bad Data

The normaldistributionis only an approximationto the distributionof humanheight. What if the true distributionwithin
each sex is somewhat different?Kemperman(1991) provided
necessary and sufficient conditions for a mixture of unimodal
componentdensities satisfying certainweak prerequisitesto be
itself unimodal.These constraintsare rathercomplex; however
the concavity argumentsof Theorem 1 lead easily to a simple
conditionfor the possibility of a bimodalmixturewhen normality is not assumed:

We cannot be confident that the students lined up at their
actualheights. For example, Figure 10 shows the heights of the
men in a class at the Universityof Californiaat Davis (Saville
and Wood 1996). The instructorsent a sheet of paper around
the class and asked studentsto recordtheir height and gender.
The spike at six feet cannot reasonablybe attributedto chance
variation,and it looks very much like studentsan inch or two
shorterroundedtheirheights up to six feet.
Separatingthe Universityof Connecticutstudentsby gender
shows thatthe impressionof bimodalityis largelydue to a spike
Theorem2. Let fl and f2 be continuousand differentiable in women'sheights at 5' 6" andspikesin men's heightsat 5' 10"
densitieson the realline. Let fl be decreasingandconcaveup for and six feet, apparentlypopular heights when lining up with
x > P, andlet f2 be increasingandconcaveupfor x < Q, where classmates. The Joiner sample also has a modest peak at six
P < Q. Thenthereexist mixturesf(x) = pfi (x)+(1l-p) f2 (x) feet.
Moresubtly,studentsmustroundtheirheightto inches.If men
that are not unimodal.
like to be thoughtof as tallerand women preferto be thoughtof
Proof: Let x be any point in the interval(P, Q). Since at x, as shorter(morelikely for the women in 1975 thantoday), then
fl is decreasingand f2 is increasing,it is possible to choose p it would be reasonablefor the men to roundtheir heights up to
so that f'(x) - pf (x) + (1 -p)f2(x)
0. In addition, f is the next inch and for the women to rounddown to the next inch.
concave up in (P, Q) since fl and f2 are. Thus f has a local That would producean extra 1" separationbetween the means
comparedto roundingto the nearestinch. The resultingmixture
minimumat x, hence is not unimodal.
is bimodal, althoughthe dip is so slight (just 0.16% below the
For example, it is known that there are somewhatmore very lower relative maximum)as to be nearly undetectable.Figure
tall andvery shortpeople thanwhatwouldbe foundfor a perfect 11 is the counterpartof Figure 2 but with an extra one-inch
normaldistribution,and so a properlyscaledt distributionmight separationin the means.
be a reasonablealternativemodel. Student'st distributionwith v
degreesof freedomhas inflectionpointsat ? V/2v/(2v + 1). An
equal mixtureof two t distributionsshifted apartby more than
2 /2v/(2v + 1) thereforesatisfiesthe conditionsof Theorem2
with its local minimumoccurringat the center of symmetryof
f, and the mixtureis bimodal. For the t distributionwith v
10, the requiredseparationis 2/2 .10/(2 -10 + 1) = 1.95.
This distributionhas a standarddeviation of /v/(v - 2) =
1.12. The distributionsof the heights of males and of females
have standarddeviationsof approximately2.8 inches. Thus the
means need to be separatedby (1.95)(2.8/1.12) = 4.9 inches,
less than what is requiredwith the normal model. The mean
differencein theNHANES datais 5.2 inches, so withthe t model,
of U.S. young adulthumanheight,
Figure11. Theoreticaldistribution
bimodality would result, though the dip would be very small.
and
females rounddown.
the
next
inch
The availablepercentilesfrom NHANES, however,actually fit if males roundup to
the normalmodel betterthan a t model with small to moderate
degrees of freedom.
3.4 Bad Bins
Relatedto the issue of how studentsroundtheirheights is the
issue of placing continuous data into bins. When usbroader
Frequency
a
ing histogramto determinewhethera set of datahas multiple
modes, certainbin widths can hide the bimodal structureof the
15data.Forexample,Wand(1997) showedhow the S-Plus default
oversmoothsa histogramof Britishincomes. But we
bandwidth
10have the opposite problem-the smooth, mound-shapeddistributionof Figure1being placedinto one-inchbins andapparently
coming out bimodal.The width of the bins cannotexplain that.
7
I
64
68
72
76
3.5 Variability Due to Sampling
Height in Inches
The earliest living histogram that we can find (Figure 12)
Figure10. Self-reportedheights of 77 male students at U.C.Davis.
shows the heights of studentsat ConnecticutState Agricultural
^

li
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Figure 12. Livinghistogramof 175 male college students (Blakeslee 1914).

College (now the Universityof Connecticut).It looks bimodal
too, with modal heights at 5' 8" and 5' 1"-but these students
were all men! The explanation is not bad parameters,a bad
model, or bad data: "Eachof the 175 students shown ... was
measuredin his stocking feet and placed in the rank to which
his height most nearly corresponded"(Blakeslee 1914). What
could explain this?
The distributionof bin counts in a histogramis a multinomial
randomvariablewith cell probabilitiesdeterminedfrom the underlying distribution.There is more variabilityin the bins that
have the largercounts thanin the bins thathave smallercounts.
A density that is the sum of two normal densities with nearly
equal standarddeviations and means that are almost two standarddeviationsapartis mound-shapedwith a relativelyflat top.
In the case of an equal mixture of two normal densities with
parametersmatchingthe NHANES data, only six bins (64" to
69") hold the middle 53% of the heights and their relativefrequenciesarequitesimilar:0.085, 0.092, 0.093, 0.092, 0.088, and
0.083. Withthis relativelyconstantcentralregion,small number
of bins, andhigh variabilityin theircounts,it will not be unusual
for samplesto give two nonadjacentbins thatappeartallerthan
the others.
The destructionof smoothness by sampling is well known.
Murphy (1964) constructed 12 histograms for samples of 50
randomnormaldeviates. All but aboutfour have enough irregularityto be reasonablycalled bimodal.We generateda number
of simulatedhistogramsof heights ourselves; very few had a
clear unimodalappearance.The literatureestablishesthatusing
the multimodalityof a histogramto infer multimodalityof the
underlyingdistributionis unreliableunless the sample size is
very large. Both false positive and false negative errorsoccur
frequently.

ball field and found themselves with nothinginterestingto photograph.
4.

SUMMARY

A mixtureof two normaldensities will not be bimodalunless
there is a very large difference between their means, typically
larger than the sum of their standarddeviations. If male and
femaleheightsareeven approximatelynormallydistributedwith
means and standarddeviations close to those reportedby the
NHANES survey, the difference between the means of male
and female heights is not enough to produce bimodality.Yet
photographsof living histogramsdo show bimodality.
We have discussed severalreasons why a histogramof male
andfemale heightsmayhavea bimodalappearanceeven though,
using reasonableestimates of the parameters,theory says the
underlyingdistributionis mound-shaped.For example, the tendency of students to favor certain values when self-reporting
theirheight may contributeto the phenomenon.And when taking small randomsamplesfrom a mound-shapeddistribution,it
is common to get a histogramthat looks bimodal.
So what'san instructorto do if he or she decides tojettisonthis
compelling example? We haven't been able to find an equally
appealingclassroomdemonstrationof bimodalityas the mixture
of two populations.
We ran some simulations to see what conditions would be
likely to give consistentrepresentationsof true bimodalityin a
classroomexperiment.Withequal standarddeviationsand sample sizes of 25 or more per group, a separationin the means of
about three standarddeviations usually produces good results
when using around15-20 intervals.Occasionallythe histogram
is too irregularto be clearly identifiedas bimodal, and in rare
instanceslooks more unimodalthanbimodal.Such cases are of
course more rare for larger sample sizes than for small ones.
3.6 Selection Bias
Perhapsa readerwill be able to provide an easy-to-implement
Althoughthe living histogramof heights is often used as an classroom demonstrationhaving approximatelythis degree of
example of a bimodal situation,we have seen only two actual separationbetween the components.
photographsthatpurportto show this bimodality.One can only
wonderhow manyinstructorsgot theirstudentsout on the foot[Received May 2001. RevisedAugust2001.]
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